Inheritance of ribosomal gene activity and level of DNA methylation of individual gene clusters in a three generation family.
Ribosomal gene activity and levels of DNA methylation were investigated by cytochemical and immunological methods in the nucleolar organizer regions (NORs) of individually recognised acrocentric chromosomes. Mendelian inheritance of ribosomal gene activity in a three generation family was demonstrated, together with consistent behaviour of individual gene clusters in different carriers, even when environmental conditions were changed. For most chromosomes, an inverse relationship between gene activity and the level of DNA methylation was observed. Exceptions were the two chromosomes 15 and chromosomes 13cp and 22p, all being strongly chromomycin-A3-positive in their short arms. These chromosomes bound to anti-5-MeC antibodies with differential frequencies in the different carriers. The possibility of involvement of repetitive GC-rich DNA in this behaviour is discussed.